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accordingly In a way that is appropriate to the particular circumstances.
We have to discover what his plans are and act accordingly.

after At a later or future time afterwards.
Duke Frederick died soon after.

apart To or on one side; at a distance from the main body.
He leapt out of the car just before it was blown apart.

astray Away from the correct path or direction.
We went astray but a man redirected us.

away Out of the way especially away from one s thoughts.
Marie felt her distress ebbing away.

by So as to go past.
A car flashed by on the other side of the road.

consequently Because of the reason given.
Consequently he didn t do it.

distant Not paying attention; remote.
Distant villages.

farther
To or at a greater distance in time or space farther is used more frequently
than further in this physical sense.
Farther from the truth.

forth From a particular thing or place or position forth is obsolete.
We rose at dawn and sallied forth.

further In addition or furthermore.
Further from our expectations.

galaxy The galaxy of which the solar system is a part the Milky Way.
The four musicians have played with a galaxy of stars.

going Conditions for, or progress in, an endeavour.
Persuading him was easy going.
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hence
From that fact or reason or as a result used to introduce a logical
conclusion hence adv from this place.
We were young and thence optimistic.

hereby (formal) by means of this.
I hereby declare you man and wife.

inaccessible Not capable of being obtained.
The city centre is inaccessible to traffic in most places.

length The length of a swimming pool as a measure of the distance swum.
A length of timber.

out-of-town United States architect who was noted for his design and construction of
truss bridges (1784-1844.

outlying Situated far from a centre; remote.
Outlying settlements.

outpost An isolated or remote branch of something.
A few scattered outposts along the west coast.

remote A remote control device.
The remote past or future.

secluded Providing privacy or seclusion.
The gardens are quiet and secluded.

so Similarly and also.
Your old man was the salt of the earth so he was.

solitary (of a place) secluded or isolated.
Solitary bees.

stray A stray person or thing especially a domestic animal.
He pushed a few stray hairs from her face.

subsequently After a particular thing has happened; afterwards.
He apologized subsequently.

then In that case; therefore.
Phoebe by then was exhausted.

thereby
By that means or because of that.
Students perform in hospitals thereby gaining a deeper awareness of the
therapeutic power of music.

therefore
From that fact or reason or as a result used to introduce a logical
conclusion therefore adv as a consequence.
He was injured and therefore unable to play.

yon At or in an indicated usually distant place yon is archaic and dialectal.
Yonder valley.
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